PHMSA (EASTERN) RESOURCE LIST · 01/2021

KEY CONTACTS

☐ PHMSA Eastern Region
   US Department of Transportation
   Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration
   840 Bear Tavern Rd., Suite 300, West Trenton, NJ 08628

☐ Hazmat
   Wayne Lalicon
   Hazmat Safety Assistance Team
   wayne.lalicon@dot.gov

☐ Pipeline
   Karen Gentile
   Community Liaison
   karen.gentile@dot.gov

☐ Hazardous Materials Information Center · (LINK)
   PHMSA's Hazmat Information Center provides live, one-on-one assistance Monday through Friday from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
   1 (800) 467-4922 / (202) 366-4488 / infocntr@dot.gov

PHMSA RULES AND REGULATIONS TRAINING

PHMSA’s Check the Box Campaign · (LINK)
   Fact sheets written in plain language explaining the role of PHMSA.

General Awareness Hazmat Training Resources
   ☐ Self-Guided Online Training Modules · (LINK)
   ☐ Live Webinars · (LINK)
PHMSA Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

☐ Hazardous Materials Safety FAQs · (LINK)
☐ Hazardous Materials Training FAQs · (LINK)
☐ Hazardous Materials Security Training FAQs · (LINK)
☐ Hazmat Approvals FAQs · (LINK)
☐ Hazmat Special Permits FAQs · (LINK)
☐ Pipeline FAQs · (LINK) · (LINK)

FEDERAL RULES AND REGULATIONS TOOLS

Actual Federal Rules and Regulations · (OVERVIEW) · (LIST OF RULES & REGS)

☐ eCFR · (LINK)
   This is a link to all federal regulations; hazmat is under Title 49.

☐ oCFR · (LINK TO DESCRIPTION) · (LINK TO ONLINE VERSION) · (LINK TO REFERENCE GUIDE)
   There are available apps and a webpage directly accessing hazmat regulations (49 CFR).

Emergency Response Guide (ERG)

☐ 2020 ERG · (LINK TO DESCRIPTION) · (LINK TO PASSAGES ONLINE)
   PHMSA's 2020 Emergency Response Guidebook provides first responders with a go-to manual to help deal with hazmat transportation accidents during the critical first 30 minutes.

PHMSA Hazmat Publications · (LINK) · (REQUEST FREE HANDOUTS)

☐ These resources complement PHMSA’s outreach efforts and compliance responsibilities.

ADDITIONAL PHMSA INFORMATION & RESOURCES

Grants Program · (LINK)
   PHMSA provides comprehensive grant programs that are designed to improve damage prevention, develop new technologies, improve both hazmat and pipeline safety.

☐ oCFR · (LINK TO DESCRIPTION) · (LINK TO ONLINE VERSION) · (LINK TO REFERENCE GUIDE)
   There are available apps and a webpage directly accessing hazmat regulations (49 CFR).

Emergency Response Guide (ERG)

☐ 2020 ERG · (LINK TO DESCRIPTION) · (LINK TO PASSAGES ONLINE)
PHMSA’s 2020 Emergency Response Guidebook provides first responders with a go-to manual to help deal with hazmat transportation accidents during the critical first 30 minutes.

Data & Statistics · (LINK)

☐ PHMSA utilizes data to track the frequency of failures, incidents and accidents. PHMSA also analyzes the causes and the resulting consequences and reports this data.

Pipeline’s Mobile-Friendly Resources · (LINK)

Pipeline’s Stakeholders: States & Contact Lists · (LINK)

Pipeline Technical Resources Overview · (LINK)

Hazmat Covid-19 Information & Response · (INFO) · (RESPONSE)

Transporting Infectious Substances (Hazmat) · (LINK)

REPORTS

Office of Inspector General · (LINK)

☐ Public reports and investigations on all federal agencies. You can also search by sub-agency.

PHMSA’s Hazmat Research and Development · (LINK)

☐ This is a list of reports that have been prepared for research, analysis and evaluations purposes for OHMS.

PHMSA’s Reports to Congress · (LINK)

PHMSA’s Congressional Testimony · (LINK)